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Gentlemen,
So here we are after a successful international convention. First of all, I want to
thank you all for your well wishes and support for the quartet during our international performances. It is nice to have a home crowd and even more special when
you can share in the success with your fellow chorus members. We took on a
great task and proved to the barbershop world that The Silver Statesmen is a thriving chorus full of great volunteers and members with a can do attitude. So what is
next? We have had successful convention performances. We are continuing to
grow and our list of long time barbershoppers that are returning or finding us for
the first time increases each week. We have put on three successful show productions and proven that we can learn at a fast pace, keeping our audiences entertained with fresh music and entertaining shows. So where do we go from here?
Jim Halvorson
How
can we share our hobby and our passion for performing with a bigger audiDirector
ence? That is a big part of why most barbershoppers love to sing, the response
from a crowd. The bigger the audience, the greater the response, provided you are
living up to expectations.
Now is the time for the dreamers to start dreaming about what we will be a year, two years, five years
from now? What will our performances look like then? How many guys will we have? What other accomplishments will we have and how will we have given back to a community, in Las Vegas and in barbershop,
that has supported our efforts? I recently attended a musical performance at the Smith Center. The performance was wonderful, but all I could think about was what it would take to share our art form at a level that
we could bring in people to fill the Smith Center. I also had a number of members approach me at the chorus contest talking about how great it would be to perform on that stage. I never even took the notion to
ponder that until others started dreaming for me. What would it be like to share our unique love for our
chorus and art form with 7,000 people of like minds, all cheering with more appreciation and enthusiasm
than we can dream of?
I love this kind of dreaming. It gives us goals that we may see as unobtainable or out of our reach. We
may never reach any or all of these goals, but the discovery and rewards that we amass along the way will
far outweigh the event itself. Google has a special division of their company titled "Google X". The whole
purpose of this group is to come up with ideas and ways that they think they could help people, without
boundaries. Most of the ideas we will never see in the public eye, but because of their thinking, our internet
is larger and more valuable than it has ever been. Technology has made leaps and bounds (who would have
thought even five years ago that there would be a viable self driving car in 2014 or that the internet could be
shared anywhere via airships?). They also know that many of their ideas aren't feasible now, but the technology they develop from reaching for these dreams spurs on the potential for another generation to see
these goals come to fruition. They are constantly opening the doors to opportunity. The only challenge
they have is to bring the best of themselves to work, every day and live with a passion for what will be.
Those are lofty ideals. To achieve them takes a special kind of man. It doesn't take the most talented. It
doesn't take the smartest. What it takes is men who are willing to commit to an idea that our hobby is better
when we are performing it at our highest level. We ring more chords, we get more goosebumps, and we all
remind ourselves on a more frequent basis why we all came to barbershop in the first place. From there the
only thing that will limit us is our dreams. So dream big, guys.

Former Las Vegas mayor, Oscar Goodman, opened the 2014 BHS Convention
at the MGM Grand with his ever-present
showgirls. Mayor Goodman took time
out for photos with a few of the competitors. Here he is with ‘Shoptimus Prime, a
collegiate quartet from Canada.

Convention Contest Results
The Vocal Majority chorus, from Dallas, TX, took top honors in the chorus competition. With 158 men on
the risers, they thrilled the audience with great singing and flying choreography.

The Musical Island Boys, from New Zealand, won the hotly contested
quartet contest. When they were announced the winners, more than 50 of
the NZ contingent in the arena thundered down the steps to the floor of the
arena and treated the audience to an impromptu and choreographed traditional Maori Welcome song….to the delight of the entire arena filled with
spectators.

Of course, we lay claim to these two quartets, members of which are part of our chapter. On the left is the
Newfangled Four (Ryan Wisniewski-Baritone) and on the right is 95 North (Jim Halvorson-Tenor and
Larry Halvorson-Lead). Both quartets placed in the top 20 of the 53 competing quartets and will be
included on the Best Of CD from the 2014 Convention.
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The Silver Statesmen “Lineup” - as of 30 June 2014 (currently active)
TENORS
Buehrer, Roger
Conner, Mike
Halvorson, Dallas
Mininger, John
Pierce, Xavier
Preston, Randy
Salmon, Collin
Spinks, Philip
Weiss, Albert
LEAD
Andersen, Roger
Coon, Rich
Cuevas, Gil
Gashi, Antwun
Halvorson, James
Halvorson, Larry
Hettinga, Warren
Hurwitz, Mike
Ives, Rick
Lambert, Ivan
Larson, Dave
Lenox, John
Litchfield, Larry
Onufrieff, Victor
Payton, Joe
Poon, Hon
Pratt, Keith
Pruszka, Dave
Pucci, Roc
Salmon, Steve
Sonneman, Phil
DIRECTOR

BASS
Amblad, Bob
Bye, Jerry
Craig, Herb
Dreyer, Greg
Feeney, Peter
Goldberg, Fred
Green, Fred
Hulbert, John
Johnson, Dennis
Judd, Martin
Kennedy, Dave
Lusk, Bill
Massa, JD
McDonnell, Walter
McNabb, Brandon
Mondi, Nino
Morrison, Dick
Pechart, Larry
White, Wes
Wines, Chuck
Wyson, Joe

Newest Chapter Transfers
Steve Scharren
Charles Simino

BARITONE
Ackers, Stan
Adler, Bud
Cotton, Ed
Floyd, Dave
Hunt, Dean
Krausman, Ernie
Pascucci, Joe
Raybeck, Jerry
Salmon, Isaac
Don Salz
Sellnow, Brian
Straub, Walter

Jim Halvorson

Get Your Convention Shirts While They Last
Hey guys! We still have a few of the Chapter’s 2014 Convention Shirts—both men’s
(only 4) and women’s sizes. Only $20 a piece. Let’s help the chapter's coffers and get a
treasured reminder of just how great the convention was this year.
If interested, contact: Roger Buehrer, rbuehrer@mindspring.com, 702-873-7683.
Here are the sizes we have left and the number of each size.
Men’s XL (4)
Women’s S (1)
Women’s M (1)
Women’s L (8)
Women’s XL (5)
Women’s XXL (1)

COME JOIN US
If you have recently moved to Las Vegas, are just visiting, or have lived here
all your life, we want you to feel welcome at any of our meetings.
WHERE: Good Samaritan Lutheran Church, 8425 W. Windmill Lane, Las
Vegas, NV 89113.
WHEN: Thursday evenings from 7:00 - 10:00 p.m.
WHY: Because if you are between 10 - 110 years old, like to sing, and can
carry a tune in a bucket, we’d love to have you come and enjoy the evening
with us.
Visitors are always welcome!
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The 2014 BHS International Convention in
Las Vegas was an overwhelming success! A lot of
preparation went into getting ready for the week-long
event and huge amount of work was accomplished
during the week. Our thanks to all who helped and
worked as volunteers.
Your efforts did not go unnoticed!

Convention Accolades
By Martin A Judd
Convention Chairman

Congratulations Silver Statesmen! You just successfully hosted the 2014 Barbershop Harmony Society's
International Convention. Pat yourselves on the back;
it was a job well done. You ALL did a great job. We
had most of our members involved along with wives,
significant others, kids and grandkids. You all stepped
up and did what needed to be done. We had a couple
of goals out there and it appears we met them both. First, we wanted the
convention attendees to have the time of their lives so that they will
remember their time in Las Vegas and want to come back. After hearing
several of them talk about the convention toward the end of the week, I
believe that this goal was met.
Everyone was extremely happy except for the long walks. Once they were
reminded of some of the longer walks in the summer heat and storms at
previous conventions, all of a sudden our walk didn’t bother them quite as
much. Our other goal was to do a good enough job so that the BHS would
want to come back for another one. At the Sunday morning debriefing
meeting with Dusty he let us know how pleased he was with how the
convention went and that he has every intention of making a return trip to our
fair city. Also, as I’ve mentioned before, the MGM was so happy with our
convention that they are already preparing bids for future conventions. So
once again, JOB WELL DONE!!!!
The Silver Statesmen are moving on from the convention to bigger and
better things. Please come to our Thursday night meetings every week so
you don’t miss out on anything. Your board and music team have a lot of
plans that they have been holding onto until after the convention was over.
We are going to make our product even better than it has become already.
We are looking for a lot more venues to sing at. We’re going to let Las
Vegas know that we exist. The bottom line is that we are going to be singing
more and better!
Finally, I want to give a ‘thank you’ to all the people that needed to submit
an after-action report to me for the work that they oversaw before and during
the convention. I was able to compile them ALL together in just less than a
week, thanks to your timely submissions. I emailed the final report to Dusty
on Sunday night just one week after the completion of the convention. His
response to me was to thank us for getting our report to him in such a timely
manner. He also mentioned that it must be some sort of record as he
doesn’t remember ever having received a host committee’s report this
quickly after a convention. I give my thanks to all of you for allowing our
chapter to look good one more time.
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Congratulations and Thank You!
Two years ago we set out to bring the International Convention to Las Vegas. It is now in the
record books. I believe history will be kind to Las
Vegas, our Committee, and to the great convention we hosted.
Thank you to everyone who participated in
making BHSLV a success. For a year we promoted, planned, and prepared for our 7,000
friends. They came and had a great time.
Steve Salmon
Chapter President

Thank you to each chapter member, spouse,
friend, neighbor, and supporter who took an active
part in our convention. It took over 250 volunteers to run our convention.
Everyone was important; everyone was needed.
This completes a milestone on our chapter’s path to progress. There are
many more to come in our future. I am very excited about announcing and
hosting our annual combined Board/Music Team planning meeting. It will
be held August 9th, at 10am (Location to be determined). This planning
meeting will begin with a town hall meeting, getting input from all chapter
members who attend. That’s right, EVERYONE is invited. Just so you
know I’m serious… LUNCH will be provided.
Not knowing what we were getting into back in November of 2012, the
board had many discussions about who we wanted to be, the importance
of trust, developed the concept of a Path to Progress, and adopted the
motto “progress will equal happiness”. Keep progressing and the men will
be happy. I believe this has been true for the past 18 months.
I look forward to setting new destinations on our path to progress, and
identifying the benchmarks that will validate our progress. Please plan to
join us for our planning/town hall meeting and lunch Saturday August 9th at
10am.
I now enter my last 6 months as president of this great chapter. How
proud I am for all we have accomplished in such a short amount of time.
As I look into the future and our opportunities ahead, the future is bright. It
is Great to be a Silver Statesman, and I suspect it will only get better!!
Steve Salmon
Chapter President
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Many of the 31 competing choruses showed a flair for the dramatic this year with many
different backgrounds, props, and costumes to enhance their barbershop vocal talents.
Here are just a few of those the audience got to see.

Sound of the Rockies Chorus - Denver, Colorado

Southern Gateway Chorus - Cincinnati, Ohio

The Alliance Chorus - Greater Central, Ohio
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A Little Barbershop History
The Elastic Four (1942)

Tenor: Herman Struble
Lead: Roy Frisby
Bass: Frank Thorne
Bari: Jimmy Doyle

Roy Frisby enjoyed singing as a young man
and made some extra money as a professional singer while attending high school and
college. He studied voice at the Indianapolis Conservatory of Music.
After college, Frisby worked in the development division of a bank. In 1940, one of his
accounts was National Aluminum Corporation, where Frank Thorne was vice president
and director. One evening in October 1941; Thorne invited Frisby, Jimmy Doyle and
Herman Struble to his home for dinner. Frisby was hopeful of drumming up some bank
business, but Thorne wanted him to sing in his quartet.
The Elastic Four was organized that night in Thorne's parlor with Frisby singing lead.
Struble had won scholarships at Valparaiso University and DePaul University as a tenor
soloist and had sung with the American Opera Company for three years. Doyle was also
a tenor and sang for two years with a foursome known as the Trevette Quartet.
He then sang lead in the Old Oak Four, a traveling vaudeville quartet, before being
enlisted as baritone for the Elastic Four. Thorne was an accomplished instrumental
musician but enjoyed quartet singing. Once described as a lyric bass, he confessed that
he did not know what that meant. He sang in the Plow City Four in Canton, IL, and wrote
many Elastic Four arrangements.
The quartet rehearsed about eight hours a week in 1942 to prepare for that year's
SPEBSQSA national contest in Grand Rapids, MI. Sixty quartets competed; there was no
preliminary round of competition. The quartet appeared in straw hats, canes, suits, and
spats; some quartets objected to their "fancy attire".
The Elastic Four were named winners and their picture appeared on the back page of the
Chicago Herald.
Listen to the Elastic Four on this recording of a WWII V-Disc…
This V-Disc of the Elastic Four quartet was issued to the troops in December 1946. The
narrator was quite good in his support of barbershop singing and encouraging men to
start their own quartets.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64-ySaS2t50&feature=youtu.be
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Our Mission Statement
The Silver Statesmen is a men’s a cappella chorus hailing from Las
Vegas, Nevada. We specialize in the American musical art form of
Barbershop Harmony. Our mission is to share our passion for music
with our community and enrich the lives of our audiences and
members. By striving for growth in our musical endeavors and our
community outreach, we are constantly on a path of progress. What
makes all this possible?
.... It’s the music!

How Good Can We Get?
Are you amazed at how good the Silver Statesmen chorus is
sounding? I have noticed that we truly are getting better as
time goes by. The question now begs to be asked, “How good
can we get?”
During the convention, President Steve attended a Chorus Directors’ seminar/class at which directors from several top choruses were present. Steve commented at our last Music Team
meeting (and at our Board meeting) that Justin Miller, director
of the Masters of Harmony and Westminster, answered the
above question this way. He said the chorus can be “only as
good as your director’s ear”.

Albert Weiss
VP, Music & Performance

We are fortunate that we have as our director someone with a very, very good ear.
We have gotten this far largely because of that ear. Jim is able to hear little nuances
in our performance and tweak those so we create a pleasing sound that is not only our
best, but he is also able to create more of an ensemble sound with what he hears.
Jim’s ear is good enough, in my humble opinion, to take us beyond what we think is
possible.
So now, the question is “what should we do with that?” My thoughts are that I will try
to eliminate the side distractions that preclude letting Jim’s ear work for the chorus by
doing my level best to learn the notes and words to new music quickly. Once that distraction is removed, Jim and the others on the Music Team are in a better position to
help me as well as the rest of the chorus to learn better ensemble singing and performance techniques beyond simply “good singing”.
We have discussed some goals that sound rather lofty. Yet, based on the accomplishments we’ve shared in the last 18 months, being the largest and best male singing ensemble in the state is not that far out of the question. I hope you will consider both
questions above and come up with your own answers.
Since our inception, the specter of getting through the International Convention
loomed over us. Thanks to a lot of hard work and dedication (even some from outside
our ranks), we got through it to everyone’s satisfaction. That specter is now gone, and
now we are free to tackle other things that hopefully are bigger and better than the
Convention was.
Please know that the entire Music Leadership is ready to assist you with the skills we
have to help you get better. This is all we have required of you thus far. If each one
does their level best toward achieving the goal of becoming better singers and performers, we can achieve this or any other goal we decide to seek.

The Nugget is published quarterly and is the official publication of the Las Vegas Chapter of the Far Western
District (FWD) and the Barbershop Harmony Society (BHS). The Las Vegas Chapter is the home of the Silver
Statesmen Barbershop Chorus. The chorus rehearses each Thursday at 7 p.m. at the Good Samaritan Lutheran
Church, 8425 W. Windmill Ln, Las Vegas, NV 89113.
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Convention Volunteers Are the Best!!
The list of all those who helped during the recent BHS Convention would total over
260 volunteers. It would include many wives and significant others, too. Several of
those who helped with volunteer duties were also singing in the competition.
Volunteers came from all over the country (even a few from other countries) and from
all walks of life. Without volunteers, the BHS Conventions would not be possible.
Several times, we had spouses and friends jump in to help when a need arose unexpectedly….even when they hadn’t gone through the online volunteer registration process. When there was a need, we had people to help and that’s what it’s all about.
That’s what made this convention the success that it was.
The following local people were instrumental in many areas and capacities to make
the 2014 BHS International Convention a memorable time and exceptional visit to Las
Vegas for the 7,000 attendees.
Stan Ackers, Bud Adler, Bob Amblad, Roger Andersen, Matthew Beatty, Roger
Buehrer, Jerry Bye, Mike Conner, Rich Coon, Ed Cotton, Herb Craig, Barbara Craig,
Gil Cuevas, Greg Dreyer, Peter Feeney, Dave Floyd, Fred Goldberg, Fred Green,
Warren Hettinga, John Hulbert, Dean Hunt, Mike Hurwitz, Marta Hurwitz, Rick Ives,
Dennis Johnson, Martin Judd, Suzanne Judd, Dave Kennedy, Bill Klaus, Jacque
Klaus, Ernie Krausman, Ivan Lambert, Dave Larson, John Lennox, Larry Litchfield, Bill
Lusk, JD Massa, Nino Mondi, Dick Morrison, Joe Pascucci, Joe Payton, Larry Pechart,
Cecilia Pechart, Keith Pratt, Randy Preston, Avona Preston, Dave Pruszka, Roc
Pucci, Antwun Gashi, Jerry Raybeck, Collin Salmon, Isaac Salmon, Steve Salmon,
Allison Salmon, Don Salz, Brian Sellnow, Phil Sonneman, Philip Spinks, Albert Weiss,
Wes White, Dallas Halvorson, Larry Halvorson, Becky Halvorson, James Halvorson,
Jim Halvorson, Brandon McNabb, Walter Straub, John Mininger, Walter McDonnell,
Victor Onufrieff, Xavier Pierce, Chuck Wines.
If I have overlooked anyone who volunteered and helped out in this effort, please forgive me. It isn’t for lack of trying to include all who were a part of the team.
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Quartet Activities
Broadcast, one of several chapter
quartets, will entertain the Green Valley/
Henderson Kiwanis Club at their 25th anniversary celebration in August. The performance is part of a "Thank you" to the club,
which made the BHS Convention one of
their special volunteer projects. The quartet
is also performing at University United
Methodist Church at the end of July for the
fifth consecutive year.

Good Times quartet will be performing
the National Anthem at the 51's baseball
game on July 25th. Come on out to the
game and support our quartet….as well
as enjoy the great American game.

From The Thoroughbred Chorus newsletter:

Online Help
Here is online help for barbershop singers: Tips for a
Healthy Voice….
http://www.groupanizer.com/content/quick-tips-healthy-voice
“IN PASSING”
An old man was on his death bed and called his whole family together
so that he could bid them farewell and make his peace with the world.
After he said what he wanted to each in turn and he knew he was coming very close to death, he called for all to gather together. "I have one
thing I would like to confess before I go," he said. They all drew closer.
"It was me," cough, wheeze, "I was the one," he said as they leaned
down as close as they could to hear what he could barely get out in a
whisper. Gasp, cough, "I was the one," cough, wheeze, "in the kitchen
with Dinah..."
(As seen in The Beat, bulletin of the Circle City Sound, Jerry Troxel, Editor)
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2014 Board of Directors
Our Chapter Leaders work diligently to guide us through our second year as the Silver
Statesmen and as the host chapter for the 2014 Barbershop Harmony Society International Convention and Competition. This is the first time in its 76 year history that the Society’s annual International Convention has come to Las Vegas. It’s a daunting task for any
chapter, but even more so with this landmark convention coming hot on the heels of our
merger of two chapters into one. All current indications show that the attendance at this
year’s convention will be among the highest in recent history.
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Silver Statesmen Calendar
st

(Board Meeting-1 Saturday at 9:30 / Music Team Meeting 1st Tuesday at 7:00)
NOTE: A date with No Rehearsal means not under the direction of Jim Halvorson. It may be a Dark Night,
Social Night, Party Night, Summer Boot Camp, etc. These nights will be under the direction of the Program
VP or Music VP and their teams.

2014
JANUARY
2
10
28 – 02
FEBRUARY
14
MARCH
21-23
APRIL
10
24
MAY
31
JUNE
1
JULY
1-6
3-31
AUGUST
7-28
SEPTEMBER
3
25
27
OCTOBER
10-12
16
23
NOVEMBER
TBD
27
DECEMBER
6
18
25

First Rehearsal of the year
Installation Banquet (Italian American Club)
BHS Midwinter Long Beach
Singing Valentines
Spring Convention + SW/SE Division Conventions (Riverside CA)
2nd Annual QT Contest / B-Day Party
(Nevada Big Give Day)
Annual Show Summerlin Library - 7pm
Annual Show Flamingo Library - 2pm
BHS International – LAS VEGAS
Chapter Activities
Chapter Activities
First Reading of Proposed Officers
Chapter Officer Elections
Combined Activity with Sweet Adeline’s
District Convention (Fresno, CA)
Chapter Activity
Kick off November Giving Campaign
Installation & Awards Banquet
No Rehearsal (Thanksgiving)
Annual Christmas Show Flamingo Library - 3pm AND 7pm
No Rehearsal
No Rehearsal

The Nugget is your newsletter and vehicle for sharing information, stories, and news about the
chapter, chorus, quartets, and the people in them. To make it interesting and a fun read, I would
encourage all of you to provide articles for publication, photos of quartets in action, our members,
chorus on the risers….. Anything that you find interesting and would like to see in the newsletter to
share with others. — The Editor
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